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Hypothesis of weak exchange degeneration of the K*, K** and D*, D** Regge trajectories

is proposed to support large absolute values ol polarization in р-»Л (Л*) transitions in bi-

nary reactions.
 c

Арестов Ю.И., Нурушев СБ., Соловьев Л.Ф., Чуйко Б.В.
Слабое обменное вырождение в поляризация в бинарных реакциях гг~р -»К°Л и t7~p-*D~A^

Серпухов, 1983.
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Бнблногр. 11. t

Предложена гипотеза слабого обменного Еырождения траекторий К , К н D*, D** для обоснования
больших абсолютных значений поляризации в переходах р -» Л( Л^) в бинарных реакциях.

) Институт физики высоких энергий, 1983.



1. INTRODUCTION

Observation of large spin effects in inclusive processes at high
energies (for general information refer to/J/) induces us to consi-
der more carefully binary reactions at "low" energies with Pj^^ £>
some GeV. The reason is that a significant contribution to the
strange and charmed baryon production comes from the fragmentation
processes of the type р->ЛК or p -» A^p with relatively low effective
masses.

The binary reactions IT'S -» KY have widely been studied in the in-
cident momentum range P^v. = 3-M6 GeV/c. These data have also been
used in various model fits to the differential cross sections d^/dt
and the conventional spin parameters P(t), S(t) and T(s). An attempt
to perform the amplitude analysis of the experimental data has been
made in ref.^

2
/. The substantial overall descriptions of the data

have been obtained in different models by Navelet and Stevens (for
example, 37 parameters if У = Л) (refS

3
/), by Irving and Michael

(ref./
4/
5 and by Eremyan (ref У

5
^). Detailed information has been

published in ref.^
6
'.

In the present paper we consider the following reactions

тг-р -К°Л (1)
and

„~p -D~ Л
с
 (2)

with the ss- and сб-pair production. Fig. 1 shows the corresponding
diagram including the t-channel exchange with the quantum numbers
us or uc. And we shall try in a simple way to explain in terms of
the Regge exchanges the large value of the polarization parameter
P(t) for reaction Q ) and to predict it qualitatively for reaction
(2) with a charmed baryon. For the qualitative estimation one can
even try to manipulate without unknown parameters since the polari-
zation asymmetry P(t) is constructed of bilinear combinations of
scattering amplitudes as a certain ratio which may be weakly t-de-
pendent. This will be shown below. It is important for further pos-
sible implication of the method in the inclusive fragmentation pro-
cesses of the type pp -»ЛК + X or pp -» Л

с
б + X. For this purpose
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1. Quark diagram with strange or charmed exchange for reactions

ir~p "* IT* Л or ir~p-»D~ Л ,

exchange degeneration (WED) for

**

we formulate a hypothesis of weak
the Regge trajectories К*, К** and D", D""\ The calculations for
reaction (3) are compared with the experimental data at 3.9, 4.5,
5,0 and 15.7 GeV/c (refэУ

2
»

7
/), while those for reaction (2) are

qualitative predictions.

2. FORMULATION OF WED HYPOTHESIS

Hypothesis of strong exchange degeneracy for the f-a and />-А„
trajectories with the same isotopic spin but opposite signatures
is so far a commonplace. The K*-K** exchange degeneracy is known
much less. Majority of the analyses results in any case in their
similarity, the relations between their Regge residues being un-
certain.

We define the WED hypothesis for the trajectories
 a

*(t) and
a
**(t) as follows:

i) a^t) = a ^ t ) = a(t);
ii) the spin-flip and non-flip amplitudes are related as follows:

f*~(s,t) =

f (s,t) =

with ^ s - f ^ s f ; f
 #
 and ,

iii) phases of the amplitudes f
+

contributions do, namely *

^ are treated as real constants;

and f are related as pure pole

The condition i) together with the condition iii) leads to the lar-
gest absolute values of the polarization P(t) which can be achieved.



The condition ii) reduces the number of unknown amplitudes in a

simplest way avoiding the identically zero values of P(t). The con-

dition iii) takes into account the fact that the complex amplitude

f*tf includes pole and cut contributions as a sum K*+ <PK*+..., the

phase of the pomeron - K* cut being very close to the K* pole phase:

ф = -n(a(f)-l)/2. The same holds for the amplitude f** with the K**

K*

pole phase ф = -»r(a(t) -2)/2.

К

The total non-flip and spin-flip amplitudes are given by the sums:

м (
S
,t) = f";

+
(
S
,t) + rts.t),

+ +
 *_ ** (3)

M
+
_(s,t) = f* (s,t) + f*~(s,t)

The differential cross section and the spin parameters are defi-
ned by equations:

<16*s
2
)dff/dt = I = (1+ *

2
)(f* + 1? ),

* 2эе
 2 f

*
f
**

P(t) = +2Im(M. ,M. )/I = + >
t--r 1— о О О *У

л+ ае^ f
2
 *- f ^

2

s ( t ) = ( | м + + | 2 - | M + _ | 2 ) / I O = ^S- ,
з + ав

* 2-Х. t2.- f2

T(t) = 2Re(M M )/I = • - | f- (4)
+ " i + зе^ ff + f2

with I =|M |
2
 +• j M

H
 |

2
 , and зе. = g yf^. Here and below f^ and

f
 +
 denote the non-flip amplitudes f£+ and f*+, respectively, with

the Regge phase factor dropped. For example, f£+ =fJ)cexp(i ф^).

Equations (4) represent a complete description of binary

reactions (3) or (2) within the WED frame. They contain one 'obli-

gatory" parameter % relating spin-flip to non-flip amplitudes, and

a number of parameters to get a satisfactory fit of f^ and f,^.

This number depends only on a desirable level of detailed desc-

ription of the experimental data on d^/dt and P(t).

3. COMPUTATIONS FOR REACTION (1)

эк )кэк

First of all we accept the degenerated К -К trajectory in the
form

a(t) = 0.35 + 0.8t = a(0) +• a't.

The non-flip amplitudes are parametrized as follows:



f_ = (Ae
A t
 + Be

X c
Vln s)(s/M

2
)°'

(0)
,

f
**= <

A e
^ * Be

X c
Vln s)(s/M

2
)*

( 0 >
.

The fit gives the values A = -20, В = 9.36, Л
с
 = 0.8 GeV"

2
 with

the accepted quantities £Wti and M2«=lGeV2.The logarithmic slope A
has a conventional form A = R2+ a'ln(s/M2) with R2= 2.7 GeV"2. It
turns out that the spin-flip contribution to the differentional cross
section is comparable with that of the non-flip amplitude in the
region -t ~ 1 GeV2.

The structure of (5) is simple. The coefficients A and В are

associated with the pole aad cut contributions, respectively, and

the latter begin to dominate in the region -t > 1 GeV
2
.

An explicit expression for the polarization parameter P(t) is

given below:

P(t)
 =

 +
 J

As is seen, in the region V-t' ~%Л GeV the polarization depends on

the single parameter ( only. The same dependence but with an oppo-

site sign holds also in the region of the small momentum transfer

V - t ^ 0.4 GeV. IT, these regions we have a one-parameter representa-

tion of the polarization asymmetry, independent of the complicated

structure of the amplitudes.

So in the WED approach we have come up closely to the aim - to

get a simple estimation expression for P(t) in binary reactions and

to use it for the inclusive processes in what follows. The results

of calculations for (1) show the value f = +1 is relevant.

Fig. 2 represents the model differential cross sections at p. .=

= 5 and 15.7 GeV/c compared with the experimental data (ref./7/).

The agreement seems to be reasonable.

The results for the spin parameters P(t), S(t) and T(t) are shown

in Fig. 3. The experimental points are taken from ref.'
2
/. The lamb-

da polarization P(t) is positive at -t< 0.35 GeV
2
 and it becomes ne-

gative at larger values of -t. Here we have to point out that the

experimental data on lambda polarization in the inclusive reactions

pp ->ЛХ do not allow to determine unambiguously the sign of the lamb-

da polarization at p- 4. 0.3 GeV/c.

The amplitude analysis made in ref.' ^ is compared with our ampli-

tude representation in Fig. 4. As is seen, the results are similar

with exception for the amplitude Im M.(s,'t).
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Fig. 2. Differential cross sections da/dt' (reaction (1)). The curves
represent the WED model calculations.
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Fig. 3. The WED model polarizaiJon parameters compared with the exge-

rinental dote: +39 GeV/c; + 4.5 OeV/c; ф 5 GeV/c (rete.'*'
1
').
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Fig. 4. Real and imaginary parts of spin-flip and non-flip amplitudes
for reaction (1). Solid line* are the TOD model predictions.
Points are taken fron ref ./V.



4. COMPUTATIONS FOR REACTION (2)

The Regge trajectory
 a
 „,(t) is not known with the same accuracy
D
 / 8 /

as, say, a (t). According to ref. its intercept can lie in a
K*

rather wide interval: a „,(0) = -0.6r -3.3. This uncertainty turns

out to be not important if we limited ourselves by the calculation

of the charmed lambda polarization P(t) only according to (4).

In the WED approach we assume the following conditions

for the trajectories, phases and spin-flip amplitudes:

We have no experimental data to determine the functions f
#
 and

f ^ in (4) as it has been done for lambda production. But in the

previous section the equation |f,,,| = If**! has been proved to be ap-

proximately valid in the regions of small and large ]'t f separately.

That is true for the strange exchanges.

Assuming the condition I f *1 = 1'f ** | for charmed exchanges, in (4)

we get the A
+
-polarization in binary reaction (2):

P(t)| =
2}tfy/=

(7)

Here again f shows the spin-flip contribution relative to the non-

flip contribution in d<r/dt for reaction (2).

The (7) - like factor belongs to the spin 1/2 quark-quark polari-

zation asymmetry and contains a quark mass in the numerator (see,for

example, ref.'®'). A similar p_-dependence arises also on the hadron

level. In 1954 Fermi obtained it for the polarization in proton-nuc-

leus elastic scattering in the Born approximation (ref./l°/). The

applicability limits were analysed in ref./
1 3
/.

The D-trajectory contribution with a positive signature is still

unclear. One can examine the values of ot(t) in the following sequ-

ence of the trajectory triads which correspond to the 0 ,

exchanges:

1" and 2
7

0

p,A 0.55+0.9t

-m
2
 rt

J7

К ,K

к

** 0.35+0.8t

-0.2 +0.8t

D ,D** -0 .6 +0.33t, - 3 . 3 +0.9t
-0 .86+0.5t -1.67+0.69t

Following the т-р, К-К "analogy" one can assume that the slopes

of the linear D- and D*-trajectories are equal. This leads to four

possible versions:

10



a
D
(t) = -1.14 + 0.33t - a - 0.5,

a (t) = -3.13 + 0.9t = a (t),
D D"

a
c
(t) = -1.74 + 0.5t - a

 #
(t)-l,

a
D
(t) = -2.4 + 0.69t •» a ^(t) - 0.75.

D
As is seen, the D-trajectory contribution can be sizable especially
at not large s.

1.0^
Q 8 r /
0.6 H

OAI/

Щ/
/ l 0.5

i i

^ • — —

rtTp —^ Л ^ D~

i •

0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8

Fig. S. The WED tiodfcl predictions for absolute values of the Л pola-

rization in reaction (2). The parameter £ is described in the

text.

Fig. 5 shows the predictions for Л
с
 polarization in (2) at f =

= 1/2, 1 and 2, which correspond to the lower, equal and larger spin-

flip contributions at -t«l GeV
2
.

5. CONCLUSION

The WED hypothesis turns out to be quite fruitful in determina-

tion of the large polarization asymmetries in binary reactions with

strange exchanges. It leads almost automatically to' simple estima-

tions (6)-(7). The hypothesis agrees in general with the amplitude

analysis for reaction (1) with the strange exchange giving a reaso-

nable starting point for the Л
с
 polarization predictions in reac-

tion (2).
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